
SAYF Adult Volunteer Application Procedures
Approved April 27, 2021 (except for the Appendix)

This document describes how SAYF implements the SAYMA Child Protection Policy, with the
addition of SAYF’s own protections. (SAYMA is the Southern Appalachian Yearly Meeting and
Association.)  This document’s purpose is to guide the actions of Friends responsible for
implementing these procedures for SAYF.

More details can be found within the SAYMA Child Protection Policy.

Definitions:

● Applicant: an adult who completes a SAYMA Child/Youth Worker Application Form
● Administrator: The SAYF Program Coordinator/SAYF Administrative Assistant
● Steerer: A member of the SAYF Steering Committee
● Background Check: The ESR criminal and driver database checks
● Adult Volunteer Application Procedures: the full process of vetting an applicant,

including Monthly Meeting approval, application, reference checks, ESR criminal and
driver database checks, any flagged application process, and final approval

● Flagged Application: An application for which there has been any information
(from the reference or criminal and driver history checks) that raises questions
about the application.

Based on the SAYMA Child Protection Policy, the Adult Volunteer
Application Procedures are mandatory for:

1. SAYF Steering Committee Members
2. All Friendly Adult Nurturers (FANs)a

3. Any Friendly Adult Driver (FAD) who drives teens during a retreat
4. Mostb Night Shepherds
5. SAYF Support Committee Members
6. Mostc adults who drive teens to or from a retreat

Who is involved in carrying out the Adult Volunteer Application
procedures:

● All steps in the application process are held in confidence by those involved. The
applicant’s information may be reviewed by Friends involved in oversight in SAYMA
Youth Programs, including but not limited to SAYF Steering Committee Members and
SAYF Support Committee members.

● SAYF Program Coordinator/SAYF Administrative Assistant is the “Administrator” of
the process.
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● Employment Screening Resources (ESR) is the company SAYMA uses to conduct
national criminal record and driver’s database checks.

● The Steering Committee Volunteer Coordinator or another designated Steering
Committee member conducts reference checks.

● The SAYF Steering Committee co-clerksd plus the Steering Committee Volunteer
Coordinator or other designated Steering Committee member review, season and
approve decisions about “flagged” applications.

Record-keeping:
● Private check information (notes from reference checks, notes from any flagged

applicant process, and ESR criminal background check results) will be kept in digital
records  for six years.

● Any generally shared list of applicants will only include the individual’s name,
monthly meeting, mailing address, contact number and email, and checkboxes to
show that references and background checks have been completed successfully.
Those actively involved in processing the application will be able to see more
information as appropriate, but are not to retain it.

Application Procedure:

Note: Most of these steps are conducted electronically. The applicant will need to have
email access.

Step 1: Minute from Monthly Meeting
The prospective applicant must have been involved with their Quaker Meeting as a member
or an active attender for at least six months.  They ask their Clerk to request a Meeting
Minute of approval in order to work with the SAYF program, to be obtained and filed before
attending a second retreata (for new FANs, beginning in 2021).

Have Minute sent to SAYF Administrative Assistant for filing (and usually to
share with the Steering Committee) (awesomesayfers@gmail.com).

⇒ Go to Step 2a: “Application Form”

Steps 2: Application Form and Subsequent Checks

Step 2a: Application Form
Before attending a second retreat, the applicant completes the SAYF Child Youth Worker
Form1 that asks for contact information, references, and whether or not the applicant has a
criminal record (which is not in itself cause for rejection). This form can be completed in
hard copy or online.  The check process needs to be completed (Accepted Application and
FAN Training) before attending a third retreat.

The Administrator enters the applicant’s information from the application form into the
SAYF Background Check database (similar to the SAYMA Background Check database) and

1 Online: http://tinyurl.com/youthworkerapp
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sends application (including reference information) to the Steering Committee Volunteer
Coordinator or designated other Steering Committee member.

➜ Go to Step 2b “Reference Check”

Step 2b: Reference Check
The Steering Committee Volunteer Coordinator or other designated Steering Committee
member will complete reference checks, ideally within seven days. New Steering members
will be trained in this process as soon as possible after joining the Committee. Reference
checks are usually done by phone call, and the responses of the reference need to be
documented along with the committee member’s recommendation, and provided to the
Administrator.

If the references both recommend the applicant and do not present any reason to flag the
application, the Administrator runs an ESR criminal background and driver database check.

➜ Go to Step 2c “.... Background Check”

If information from the references raises uncertainties about the application that seem to
warrant gathering more background information, the application will be “flagged” and sent
to the Administrator to run an ESR criminal background and driver database check.

➜ Go to Step 2c “...Background Check” then Step 3 “Flagged Application”

If either of the two references is not willing or able to recommend the applicant, or if
information gained from references is strong or disturbing enough that the Steerer who is
conducting the reference check does not feel comfortable recommending the applicant, the
application is declined.

➜ Go to Step 5 “Declined Application”

Step 2c: Criminal Record and Driving  History Background Check
The SAYF Administrator will initiate the ESR background check process consisting of a
basic interstate criminal records + driving history check. The Administrator first sends an
email to the applicant explaining the background check process.  The applicant can “opt
out” of having their results emailed to them.

The Administrator then enters the applicant’s email address into the ESR system which
triggers an ESR email to the applicant with a link to complete the secure online form. The
applicant has 14 days to complete this online form, which should take no longer than 30
minutes.

ESR posts background check results to our ESR account in 2-3 days.

If neither the personal interview (if held), reference checks nor the ESR background check
returns any unexplained information, the applicant is accepted.
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➜ Go to Step 4a “Accepted Application”

If the ESR background check returns any unexplained information about the applicant, the
Administrator contacts the Steering Committee Volunteer Coordinator or other designated
Steering Committee member to begin the Flagged Application process.

➜ Go to Step 3 “Flagged Application”

Step 3: Flagged Application
The Steering Committee Volunteer Coordinator or other designated Steering Committee
member calls the applicant and asks them to explain the flagged information from their
background check and/or references.

This Steerer brings this information to the SAYF Steering Committee Co-clerks for
seasoning. Questions and Queries that might be considered include:

● What is the nature of the concern?  That is, are we talking about a civil disobedience
arrest for blocking a recruiting office, a trespassing offense for hopping trains, or an
assault charge? What factual information do we have? Do we need additional factual
information?  How can we get the information we need and respect individual
privacy rights?

● How long ago did the incident occur?  How old was the applicant at the time?
● Was the incident disclosed on the application?
● Does the existence of this history make us question a candidate's suitability? Why?

(or why not?)

If reference checks did not flag the applicant and the group of Steerers concludes that the
explanation is satisfactory, the applicant is accepted.

➜ Go to Step 4a “Accepted Application”

If the explanation is not satisfactory or does not mesh with information gained from
references and the group of Steerers cannot unite around accepting the application, the
application is declined.

➜ Go to Step 5 “Declined Application”

⇒ Steps 4: Accepted Application and FAN Training

Step 4a: Accepted Application
Steering Committee is notified by the Administrator that the applicant has completed ESR,
with any relevant notes. It is the responsibility of the Steering Clerk to give final approval of
the application. This is the time for Steering members to voice any concerns about the
applicant. Steering should notify the Administrator of their decision by email within 5 days,
if possible.

Once Steering approval has been given, the Administrator contacts the applicant to inform
him/her that he/she is accepted as a volunteer with SAYMA youth. A PDF of the applicant's
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background check will be downloaded from the secure ESR site on the "View Orders" tab
and emailed to the applicant unless he/she has opted out.

The Administrator adds the applicant’s contact information (name, email, phone, address,
and Monthly meeting and expiration date) to a shared list of approved volunteers.

⇒ Go to Step 4b “FAN Training”

Step 4b: FAN Training
SAYF’s goal is that the applicant be matched with a FAN mentor, and sent a packet that
includes the FAN Training material and SAYF Calendar. They are scheduled for a FAN
Training session. SAYF Steering Volunteer Coordinator follows up with them to find out
special skills, and give them information about upcoming retreats and volunteer
opportunities.

⇒ The Adult Volunteer Application process is completed.

Step 5: Declined Application
If at any point in the process the Steering Committee chooses to decline the application, the
Clerk of the Steering Committee will send a letter, and will be available to address questions
from the applicant.  The Clerk, in consultation with the Steering Committee,  may offer to
the declined applicant that he/she can go to his/her monthly meeting to ask for a clearness
committee that could result in a letter of recommendation for working with youth that we
might consider at a later date.

The Clerk of the Monthly Meeting that provided the Minute of Approval will be notified that
the applicant was not accepted to work with the SAYF Program, and the stage or stages of
the application process that led to the decision. Specifics related to the application, the
interview and reference checks, and the ESR background check itself will not be shared
with the Meeting Clerk.  If we have information that the person has been involved in
allegations of child abuse or worse, we will suggest to the Clerk that a thorough vetting
process be used before the applicant works with children in their Meeting.

_______________________

Communication of SAYF’s Adult Volunteer Application Procedure
Part of the safety added by a robust volunteer application procedure comes from
communicating the policy strongly and clearly in program materials and training.

Training
● New SAYF Steering and Support members will receive training and orientation

about SAYMA’s Child Protection Policy and SAYF’s protocols, since they are involved
in implementation of the policy and guidance for the program as a whole.

● The Clerk of SAYF Steering is responsible for ensuring this happens within the first 3
months of a new Steering Member’s term, with support from the SAYF
administrator.
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Communication

● The updated SAYF Adult Volunteer Application Procedures and the SAYMA Child
Protection Policy shall be posted on the SAYF website and the SAYMA website.

● The updated SAYF Adult Volunteer Application Procedures will be filed with
SAYMA’s recording clerk, and distributed to the clerks of Monthly Meetings when
SAYF communicates with these clerks with requests for adult support.

● The SAYF Adult Volunteer Application Procedures will be included in the SAYF
Handbook.

● Key parts of the procedures will be communicated directly to SAYFers, and included
in the annual parent letter.

● Particularly, very clear guidance (given throughout the year - in a manner to be
determined by the Clerk of SAYF Steering) for SAYFers to come to the Lead FAN or a
FAN and not just Nurturers or the comment box if something makes them
uncomfortable, or they witness possible adult misbehavior.

Reference Check Questions
Reference Check Questions Word Document (link)

1. How long have you known [applicant]?
o What is the nature of your relationship?

2. Have you ever observed [applicant] interacting with [children/teens]?
o In what capacity?
o How would you describe [applicant's] abilities when interacting with

[children/teens]?

3. In your history with the applicant, have you ever observed or known of anything in
[applicant's] behavior or demeanor toward [children/teens] that made you
uncomfortable?

o Please describe: [Reference may not feel willing or able to do so. This is
acceptable. Please note anything they say.]

4. Do you recommend [applicant] to work with [children/teens]: a) With no
reservations. b) With some reservation [make note]. c) I can not make this
recommendation at this time [make note].

5. Anything else you would like to add?

Steering Committee Member Notes:

Does Steering Committee member recommend the applicant to volunteer?
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Yes
No
With reservations. Explain:

________________________________________________
Letter Footnotes explaining situations where adults involved with driving, or present at
retreats, may not have completed the volunteer application process.

a.  Some adults attending retreats may not have completed the volunteer application process;
they are not FANs.

- Parents of teens participating in SAYF may attend two retreats before starting the volunteer
application procedures.  They will obtain a Monthly Meeting Minute of Approval and complete
the application form for the background check process before attending a third retreat.

- Other Adults who are members of a Monthly Meeting or who have been active attenders for
at least six months, and who wish to test a leading to become a FAN, may attend a first retreat
after a Meeting Member sends a recommendation or a letter of introduction to the Lead FAN for
the retreat, if the Lead FAN approves.  Before attending a second retreat they will obtain a
Monthly Meeting Minute of Approval and begin the volunteer application procedures.  The
process must be completed successfully before they attend a third retreat.

Adults at a retreat who have not completed these procedures, and first-time fully approved FANs,
will be assigned a FAN Mentor to help orient them, and will be provided a handout of
informational materials (link to be added here in near future).  Incidental adults, such as
workshop leaders, will be assigned a FAN Host. Unchecked adults sleeping at the retreat will
never be the only adult in a sleeping area.

b. All Night Shepherds at SAYMA will be approved volunteers. At other retreats: all Night
Shepherds who serve alone will be approved volunteers, but two unchecked adults may serve
together as Night Shepherds if checked Night Shepherds cannot be arranged.

c. Transportation for Young Friends to and from SAYF retreats is the responsibility of
participating families and the individual Monthly Meetings. We offer these guidelines. Regular
drivers to/from retreats (FADs) are encouraged to complete the Adult Volunteer Application
Process.  A parent driving their own teen should drive additional teens only with parental
approval.  Drivers who are not approved as official FADs are encouraged to drive a car with  a
fully approved FAD present in the car.  For the safety and well being of adults and teens, SAYF
highly recommends that a three person minimum in the car be observed.  Driver’s license and
insurance information should  be collected from any driver not approved as an official FAD or
FAN  before departure for the retreat. Drivers who have not completed the SAYF application
process are unchecked adults and will follow the sleeping protocol for these individuals.  SAYF
has a training module for drivers which we recommend and are happy to provide by
arrangement.  Monthly meetings that choose to use unchecked drivers are encouraged to consider
the queries in the appendix as they make transportation decisions.
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d. The Steering Committee does not always have co-clerks.  In this case the Steering clerk may
act alone, or may select another Steering Committee or a Support Committee member to work
with (such as the Volunteer Coordinator).\
___________________________

APPENDIX: Queries for Meetings arranging drivers to SAYF Retreats

Transportation for Young Friends to and from SAYF retreats is the responsibility of participating
families and the individual Monthly Meetings. We offer these Queries:

1. Does your Meeting have a set of criteria for selecting drivers to transport Young Friends
to and from events, including SAYF retreats?

2. How well do F/friends know the mental and emotional maturity of the drivers under
consideration? Have F/friends done a driver’s report on the possible drivers to check for
speeding tickets, DUIs or other red flags?

3. Are there people in your meeting who have been screened as FANs or youth workers or
other types of positions who could be considered as drivers to ensure safety for youth in
the vehicle?

4. What are the potential mental health consequences for Meeting youth if they are unable
to attend the SAYF retreat due to challenges finding a driver? Are there other means for
the young person(s) to engage with other youth in the meeting community? With nearby
meetings?

5. Are there possibilities for coordinating driving with trusted F/friends who are passing
through on their way to the SAYF retreat? Are there any other trusted F/friends who
might be driving in the direction of the retreat in the relevant time frame?
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